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ABSTRACT: Gap plasmonic nanostructures are of great interest due to their ability to concentrate light into small volumes. Theoretical studies, considering quantum mechanical effects, have predicted the optimal spatial gap between adjacent nanoparticles to be in the subnanometer regime in order to achieve the strongest possible field enhancement. Here, we present a technology to fabricate gap plasmonic structures with subnanometer resolution, high reliability, and high throughput using collapsible nanofingers. This approach enables us to systematically investigate the effects of gap size and tunneling barrier height. The experimental results are consistent with previous findings as well as with a straightforward theoretical model that is presented here.
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Plasmonic nanostructures have many fascinating properties. For example, they can focus light energy onto a small volume at nanometer scales.1−6 This feature makes them a promising platform for various applications, including optical communication,7 disease diagnosis,8 and chemical sensing.9 One class of the most intriguing plasmonic nanostructures is that of nanoparticle pairs with small interparticle gaps, because it can create strong field enhancement at a hot spot between the two particles.6,10−13 It has been theoretically predicted that the optimal hot spot is a subnanometer gap between two metallic particles,14−18 considering both classical electromagnetic theory and quantum mechanical effects. While many attempts have been made in recent years to fabricate gap plasmonic nanostructures with sub-5 nm gaps,19−24 the limitation of traditional fabrication techniques poses serious obstacles to reliably producing precisely controllable nanogaps with high throughput. In order to experimentally investigate these theoretical predictions of optimal gap size and design such structures for practical applications, one needs to demonstrate accurately controlled gap size in large periodic nanogap arrays. Moreover, it is important to understand electron tunneling across the gap in such structures, as this appears to be a key mechanism in controlling plasmonic enhancement.

Here we present a technology to fabricate large-area gapped plasmonic structures deterministically with atomic precision, high throughput and high reliability at low cost. The technology is based on collapsible nanofingers fabricated using nanoimprint lithography (NIL), reactive-ion etch (RIE), and atomic layer deposition (ALD). Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of such a gap plasmonic nanostructure. A pair of metallic nanoparticles is placed on top of two nanofingers in flexible polymer (i.e., nanoimprint resist) with high aspect ratio. Atomic layer deposition is then used to coat a thin conformal dielectric layer. The ALD-coated dielectric layer serves as the spacer to define the spatial gaps between the metallic particles. By collapsing the pair of nanofingers, two metallic nanoparticles with dielectric coating contact each other. Therefore, the gap size between two metallic nanoparticles is well-defined by twice the thickness of the ALD-coated dielectric layer. Since the
ALD process deposits dielectric film atomic-layer-by-atomic-layer with high conformity, atomic precision on gap thickness control is achieved. The small separation ensures strong coupling between each pair of metallic nanoparticles, such that the hot spot with greatly enhanced electromagnetic near-field is located within the dielectric nanogap. Moreover, the tunneling barrier heights for electrons can also be controlled by using appropriate spacer materials, which strongly affect the plasmonic enhancement. We have characterized the plasmonic enhancement characterized with UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometers by measuring the absorption spectra of different samples. The evolution of the absorption peak as a function of gap size for different dielectric gap materials was analyzed. We successfully detected optimal gap sizes with strongest plasmonic enhancement experimentally. By using different gap materials, we investigated the effect of tunneling barrier heights. It was found that as the tunneling barrier height is decreased, the enhancement of electron tunneling manifests itself in a wider optimal gap. Moreover, we observed a redshift of the plasmon frequency with increasing gap size when the gaps narrowed to sub-5 nm range.

The fabrication procedure of collapsible gold nanofingers is described schematically in Figure 2 (for details, see Methods Section). First, a mold with grid hole arrays of 200 nm pitch was formed by double interference lithography, as described in previous publications. Then, UV-curable nanoimprint lithography (NIL) was utilized to transfer the original hole pattern to a polymeric reverse-tone (pillar) daughter mold using a custom-designed nanoimprint machine. UV nanoimprint resist and lift-off underlayer were spin-coated onto glass substrates. Then subsequent NIL, residual layer etching, metal evaporation, and lift-off steps were performed to create gold caps array. As the pattern can be defined precisely by the initial interference lithography and duplicated reliably by NIL, an array of nanofingers can be fabricated uniformly over a large area with high throughput after etching the uncovered UV nanoimprint resist. In our study, finger arrays over 1.4 in. by 1.4 in. areas were used to guarantee a good signal-to-noise ratio. The samples were then covered by dielectric coatings of variable thickness using ALD process. Finally, after soaking into ethanol and air-drying, the nanofingers closed together in a dimer configuration. The capillary force drove the collapse of nanofingers. A similar mechanism was reported...
We found that proper aspect ratio and straight sidewalls are necessary for uniform dimer-like finger collapsing. Low aspect ratio or tapered sidewall will prevent the fingers from collapsing, while fingers with aspect ratio too high will result in a random collapse with large number of fingers. Once the nanoparticles touch, they will not separate due to van der Waals forces. Figure 3 shows the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of nanofingers before and after closing. The diameter and height of each finger are 60 and 350 nm, respectively. Figure 4a shows the transmission microscopy (SEM) images of the same nanofingers from a different viewing angle. The diameter and height of each finger are 60 and 350 nm, respectively. Scale bars in the SEM images are 200 nm.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Surface plasmons are excited in these collapsed nanofingers upon light incidence. By coupling with incident photons, one observes strong enhancement while reradiating the energy.\(^{41-43}\) The gap size plays a critical role in tuning this plasmonic enhancement.\(^{44-48}\) Based on classical electromagnetic theory, stronger near-field enhancement\(^ {49}\) and a diverging red-shift\(^ {50}\) of bonding plasmon resonance emerges as two nanoparticles approach each other. However, extensive theoretical studies have shown that for these very narrow gaps at sub-5 nm, several factors can significantly reduce the field enhancement.\(^ {14,16,51-53}\) Quantum mechanical effects become relevant in this regime. They are basically (i) electrons tunneling from one nanostructure to another through the gap, and (ii) the finite spatial profile of the plasmon-induced screening charge (nonlocality). To properly take these effects into consideration, a fully quantum mechanical treatment based on linear quantum calculations predicts that shrinking the gap size will result in stronger tunneling and therefore limited field enhancement for ultrasmall gaps.\(^ {54-57}\) In the dimer-like gap plasmonic structures, bonding dimer plasmon (BDP) originating from the hybridization of the dipolar plasmon modes of individual nanoparticles and charge transfer plasmon (CTP) referring to the electron tunneling between nanoparticles, are the two dominant competing plasmon modes.\(^ {14,17}\) Based on these modes, optimal gap sizes which can provide the strongest enhancement have been predicted theoretically.\(^ {14-18}\)

In order to study the plasmonic enhancement of the closed nanofingers, we chose the absorption spectrum as an indicator, which is convenient and straightforward. Figure 5 shows the absorption spectra of the collapsed nanofingers with TiO\(_2\) as the gap material. The gap sizes were chosen as 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 nm, respectively. As the gap size is shrunk from 6 to 4 nm, the peak absorption strength at resonance frequency was observed to increase. This is consistent with the classical electromagnetic prediction. However, when the gap size was reduced from 4 to 2 nm, the peak absorption strength at resonance frequency weakened. This indicates that plasmonic quantum effects deviate the spectral response of the surface plasmon modes from the classical model for TiO\(_2\) gap at this scale. It is clear that the 4 nm TiO\(_2\) gap system has the strongest plasmon light absorption. This means the most energy is stored in the surface plasmon, and the strongest near-field enhancement is realized by reradiating the energy. We successfully observed and determined the optimal gap size systematically in experiment. In addition, the absorption peaks exhibit a red shift as the gap size is increased, which is also opposite to classical prediction but agrees with the quantum mechanical calculation. For comparison, perpendicular polarized light was illuminated on samples in the same setup. Figure 6 shows a comparison result for absorption spectra of nanofingers with 4 nm TiO\(_2\) gap.
dipole plasmon (LBDP) mode, which is generally called BDP in the literature. The absorption peaks of the previous results mainly originate from the combination of LBDP and CTP modes. However, upon the perpendicularly polarized light’s illumination, the transverse dipole plasmon (TDP) mode is the dominant mode excited, which originates from the uncoupled dipole in individual nanoparticles. In that case, the nanofinger pairs behave more like isolated monomers rather than dimers, since TDP is perpendicularly polarized with the resonant position and weakly dependent on the gap size. As a result, the absorption strength from TDP is too weak to be observed after the compensation of background signal.

In order to investigate the dependence of plasmonic enhancement on the electron tunneling effect, we used different ALD dielectric materials as the gap material. As the electrons tunnel from one gold nanoparticle to another, the tunneling barrier height, based on energy band diagrams, is defined as the difference between the Fermi energy of gold (5.1 eV) and the electron affinity (EA) of corresponding dielectric materials. We chose TiO₂, WO₃, and SiO₂, with electron affinities equal to 4.21, 3.45, and 0.90 eV, respectively, so that the corresponding tunneling barrier heights are 0.89, 1.65, and 4.20 eV. With reduced tunneling barrier height, the tunneling strength is enhanced, which is manifested by a wider optimal gap. This is why the observed optimal gap size for TiO₂ gap is much larger than the optimal vacuum gap size theoretically predicted in most of the literature, considering that vacuum holds a 5.1 eV tunneling barrier height. In order to analyze the underlying physics of observed enhancements and redshifts, we plotted the peak absorption strength and the resonance frequency versus the wavelength of incident light for different material, as shown in Figure 7. From the Figure 7a, we identified the optimal gap sizes with strongest plasmonic absorption for different gap materials. We also investigated the red shift of resonance frequency with increasing gap size in Figure 7b. The uncertainties of the peak absorption strength and peak location are caused by the differences between individual samples, including defect level and geometric variance. Triple standard deviation was applied as the error for a confidence interval of 99.7%. They are all within permissible error range.

In order to understand and correlate the experimental observations with quantum based model calculations incorporating electron tunneling and nonlocality, we need a model which can ultimately guide the effective design of potential applications. There have been extensive studies of the optical properties of spherical nanoparticles separated by relatively large distances. However, these calculations become more

Figure 5. Absorption spectra of collapsed nanofingers with TiO₂ as gap material. The gap sizes are 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 nm, respectively.

Figure 6. Absorption spectra of collapsed nanofingers by using parallel and perpendicular polarized incident light.

Figure 7. (a) The measured peak absorption for different values of gap size from three different gap materials. The data is fit according to eq 1. (b) The measured red shift of absorption peaks with increasing gap size from three different gap materials. The data is fit according to eq 2.
complicated when the nanoparticles are close to each other, such that light scattered from them exhibits phase coherence.\textsuperscript{63}

Based on the observation that coherence is responsible for the electro-magnetic hotspot observed between nanoparticles in this experiment we propose the simple, phenomenological model discussed below to describe the electric field enhancement at the center point between two nanoparticles for different separation distances ($D$). This model also provides an argument for the observed redshift of the plasmon frequency with increasing separation. It is known that the dominant peak from the electron energy loss spectrum (EELS) of a pair of metallic nanoparticles separated by a small distance is due to the lowest order longitudinal dipole mode\textsuperscript{65} referred to as the bonding dimer plasmon (BDP).\textsuperscript{66} Classical calculations show the onset of another strong plasmon mode (known as the charge transfer plasmon, CTP) when the nanoparticles touch.\textsuperscript{50,67} Quantum calculations show a weakening of the BDP mode with a strengthening of CTP mode at finite separation distances (i.e., $D > 0$).\textsuperscript{14} This is due to quantum mechanical tunneling\textsuperscript{68} allowing charge transfer even without a direct conduction path.

We believe the observations discussed in this article can primarily be attributed to three physical processes. First, the field enhancement seen midway between nanoparticles can be attributed to the strong Coulomb field caused by separated charges on both nanoparticles. The strength of this field depends on the amplitude of the incident field, the dielectric constant of the coating material and various other properties of the system. We call this parameter $\alpha$ to stress that it originates from opposite charges coming close to each other due to the longitudinal dipole oscillations on each nanoparticle. Second, quantum mechanical tunneling allows charge transfer between the particles even with a finite $D$, decreasing the charge separation and consequently also the strength of the field enhancement. In the simplest example, that of 2 quantum wells separated by a barrier of width $D$, it is a well-known result that the probability of tunneling goes as $e^{-\lambda D}$ where $\lambda$ is the decay length of the wave function which depends on the barrier height and the particle energy. Applying this simplified approach here we let $q_{\text{el}} \to q_{\text{el}} (1 - e^{-\lambda D})$ to account for the loss of charge separation and the consequent weakening of the bonding dimer plasmon due to tunneling. Finally, we have to account for energy loss in the system which occurs through many channels, such as absorption in the dielectric coating and decay of the surface plasmon. For simplicity we modeled this as a simple damping term that depends on the separation between the particles. This is justified since the further the separation, the more coating each particle has, which in turn increases absorption. Thus, we arrived at the following expression to describe the most important processes affecting the strength of the field enhancement (F.E. in arbitrary units) seen between nanoparticles

\begin{equation}
\text{F.E.} \sim E_0 + q_{\text{el}} (1 - e^{-\lambda D}) e^{-\alpha D}
\end{equation}

where $E_0$ is a parameter related to the strength of the incident/driving field and $\alpha$ is the damping coefficient.

We presented the results in arbitrary units to stress that this expression is meant solely as a phenomenological description of the relevant physics. Since the geometry and physical dimensions of the experimental system greatly affects the parameters used, we did not attempt to derive the values of these parameters from first-principles but rather fitted them according to the experimental results in order to see if a qualitative analysis of the fit matches our intuition of the parameters. The experimental data from three different nanoparticle composites ($\text{TiO}_2$, $\text{WO}_3$ and $\text{SiO}_2$) were fit according to this model and the results are shown in Figure. 6a. The plot fits the different physical processes going on. For example, consider the plot for $\text{WO}_3$ at $D = 1$ nm tunneling dominates, which reduces the measured field enhancement compared to $D = 3$ nm where tunneling is less probable. The same can be seen for $\text{TiO}_2$. At large separation tunneling no longer has a big effect, but energy loss to the surrounding medium lowers the peak absorption. We thus identified an optimal separation distance for maximum field strength between the particles. In the case of $\text{SiO}_2$, the tunneling barrier is so high that we did not see an optimal separation. The fit for $\text{TiO}_2$ is not as exact as the others but it still qualitatively agrees with the experiment showing an optimal separation between 3 and 4 nm. Indeed, the fits show a proper ordering of the tunneling barrier height for the three materials.

It has been shown that the plasmon frequency of gold nanoparticles redshifts with an increase in particle size.\textsuperscript{61} The plasmon frequency for metal nanoparticles coated with a dielectric also exhibit redshifts with increased coating thickness.\textsuperscript{69,70} The redshift is believed to be due to polarization of the surrounding medium which decreases the surface charge on the nanoparticle, which in turn reduces the restoring force of the plasmon oscillations.\textsuperscript{71} Our observed redshift of the single nanoparticle plasmon mode due to the proximity of the other nanoparticle is also consistent with this explanation. The further apart the nanoparticles are from each other the more dielectric material separates them, i.e., the more screening both nanoparticles feel. Consequently, we expect the plasmon frequency to be dependent on the inverse of the dielectric constant ($\epsilon$) of the coating material. Furthermore, redshift is also caused by “phase retardation” which works as follows: the separation between the nanoparticles leads to a phase shift of the electromagnetic wave at the neighboring nanoparticle compared to the plasmon which emitted the wave. The charge oscillation on each nanoparticle will consequently be ahead in phase from the electromagnetic wave coming from the other nanoparticle leading to a decrease in phase velocity and therefore a redshift in the plasmon frequency. This redshift is expected to be linearly dependent on the time it takes a signal to travel from one particle to the other which is proportional to $nD$ where $n$ is the index of refraction of the dielectric coating material (recall the speed of electromagnetic radiation in a medium is $v = c/n$). The index of refraction of the dielectric coating material were obtained by measuring control samples with ellipsometry after ALD deposition. The values are 2.59, 2.20, 1.45 for $\text{TiO}_2$, $\text{WO}_3$, and $\text{SiO}_2$, respectively. We therefore expect the redshift to be characterized by the following relationship:

\begin{equation}
\lambda_{\text{max}} = A \frac{n}{\epsilon} - D + \lambda_0
\end{equation}

where $A$ is some proportionality constant that depends on the geometry of the system and not on the material used for the coating. Finally, recall that for nonmagnetic materials $\epsilon = n^2$, thus

\begin{equation}
\lambda_{\text{max}} = A \frac{D}{n} + \lambda_0
\end{equation}
The measured red shift is shown in Figure 7b as a function of \( D/n \). We see that the geometric parameter (slope of lines of best fit) matches closely for all three systems as expected.

We should mention that several experiments have found blue shift for increasing particle separation but at larger separations than shown here.\(^7\) This stands to reason since the coupling between nanoparticles will decay with increased distance and therefore we should expect the rate of redshift to decrease at some point and eventually turn to blue shift in order to restore the single nanoparticle plasmon frequency (\( \lambda_0 \)). We saw a linear redshift up to the maximum separation considered in the experiment for all three materials but judging by the rate of decrease in measured field strength between the particles we would not expect the redshift to continue according to the above model for much more than 10 nm separation.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we created a technology to fabricate down to subnanometer gap plasmonic structures with high precision, high reliability, and high throughput deterministically. Precisely controlled nanogap arrays down to subnanometer in large area can be produced using collapsible nanofingers. We experimentally proved and observed optimal gap sizes for gap plasmonic structures with different dielectric spacers. Meanwhile, we also demonstrated direct control of tunneling strength by simply changing the material between gold nanoparticles, and showed that lower tunneling barrier heights result in larger optimal gap sizes. This technology enables us to put active materials at the hottest part of optimally designed gap plasmonic hot spot, which is a great platform for various further applications.

METHODS

Sample Preparation. As shown in Figure 2a, the first layer was a 600 nm thick UV nanoimprint resist (I-UVP 15% concentration, EZImprinting Inc.) spin-coated (11 s at 2000 rpm) onto a glass substrate and cured under 4 mW/cm\(^2\)-line (365 nm) UV exposure for 5 min. Then, the second layer was a 100 nm lift-off underlayer (I-ULP 3.5% concentration, EZImprinting Inc.) spin-coated (40 s at 4000 rpm) and baked at 120 °C for 5 min, which served as the adhesive layer. Another 100 nm UV nanoimprint resist (I-UVP 4.1% concentration, EZImprinting Inc.) layer was spin-coated (10 s at 2500 rpm) onto the lift-off underlayer, and a subsequent NIL step (Figure 2b) was performed using the previous daughter mold to form the original hole pattern. We etched the residual UV imprint resist layer and underlying lift-off underlayer by reactive-ion etching (RIE, Oxford PlasmaPro 100). Then, 50 nm gold on top of 2 nm titanium (adhesive layer) was deposited onto the sample by e-beam evaporation (Temescal BJD-1800 E-Beam Evaporator) at slightly normal incidence. We etched the uncovered UV imprint resist by RIE to 350 nm deep and obtained high aspect ratio ingers. We etched using a hot acetone bath, and patterned gold caps array were left on the sample. The samples were then covered by dielectric layers of variable thickness after a plasma enhanced ALD process (Oxford PlasmaPro 100), as shown in Figure 2c. Since the ALD film has excellent conformity, monitor samples with flat Au top surface were used during the deposition process for accurate measurement of ALD film thickness by ellipsometry (VASE ellipsometer).

SEM TEM and EDS Measurements. SEM images were taken by JEOL JSM 7001. Eight kilovolt accelerating voltage was used in the imaging. In Figure 3a, the viewing angle is 40° tilt from surface normal and the inset image shows cross section. Figure 3b shows the top view and the viewing angle of the inset image is 20° tilt from surface normal. Samples for TEM cross section were prepared by focused ion beam (FIB) in the direction parallel to dimer direction.

Absorption Spectroscopy. All absorption spectra were obtained by a UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer Lambda 950) by shining parallel polarized (dimer axis) light onto the sample at normal incidence. Taking into account the compensation for the background signal, the absorption spectra of the sample before the nanofingers collapsed were also measured in the same setup and deducted from the final results. The incident light power was fixed for all the measurements.
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